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Rules of Play

The Diplomat’s View: Is the traditional role of Hong Kong as a hub in 
international trade, finance, capital markets and investments from 
China into Europe changing in response to these developments?
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Thank you.Quick introductionArrived October 2020, and would not have believed Hong Kong would be where it is now. And I arrived in a ‘new’ Hong Kong.My brief is:ConsularCommercial/ tradePolitical – newMission in Hong Kong is part of the China NetworkWarning: quite a bit of gloom and doom, but for now Hong Kong is still a great destination



• Current developments in Hong Kong
• Pandemic
• National Security Law
• Election Overhaul
• What’s Next?

• What does this mean for doing business in Hong Kong?
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Difficult to really gauge how well or badly things are going, especially because the pandemic – and the way countries are dealing with it – obscures realities.The Hong Kong economy has been hit hard, just like anywhere else. The financial services sector has gone against the trend, and continued to grow.The pandemic figures are cause for jealousy in the EU. The challenge is how and when to open up. For now Hong Kong remains closed to anyone not living in Hong Kong. And those that do, must go into mandatory hotel quarantine for up to three weeks depending on your place of origin.China too remains closed. Hong Kong’s number one priority: opening up to mainland China. China applies a zero-case approach, and though there have been no local infections over the past three weeks, there are no indications China will open up soon.The political landscape has changed dramatically. The ‘one country, two systems’ principle survives in name only. Freedoms guaranteed under the principle have been curtailed; the NSL has put a damper on any form of expression. The electoral overhaul will take care of the rest.Hong Kong authorities (or the central government) keeps surprising with new measures that curtail freedoms. Where until now Hong Kong’ers only needed to ‘respect’ the CCP, they too must now ‘love’ the CCP. There are those that predict new upheaval in the not so distant future.It seems authorities want to maintain the ‘two systems’ principle for doing business. Huge doubts whether this is possible. There are already signs that businesses are moving away, taking valuable ‘brains’ with them.



• Economic developments in Hong Kong

• Role of Hong Kong as a global financial hub
Largest and fastest growing stock market in Asia; Largest IPO venue worldwide
Will it be able to maintain this role?

• Greater Bay Area
2019 Development Plan promotes in-depth cooperation between 9 cities in 
Guangdong and Hong Kong and Macao by fostering synergies
Hong Kong’s focus: international finance, trading, logistics, ideas, information

• EU-China Relations
Especially strong in financial services (60% growth between 2015 and 2020)
1500+ EU companies in Hong Kong (of which 10% in financial services sector)
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For now, Hong Kong’s standing as a financial hub is excellent. But the financial services sector worldwide is bucking all trends, and has come out stronger from the pandemic.The Hong Kong Exchange is still an important, and even growing, market for all sorts of financial services. Varying opinions among the experts whether Hong Kong will be able to maintain this position. Ultimately: if the central government in China sets out to regulate (= tighten up) financial markets in China, why would it leave Hong Kong alone?There is much hype about the Greater Bay Are (GBA) initiative; President Xi Jinping has breathed new life into the initiative. And Hong Kong authorities have launched a campaign aimed at promoting the initiative with Hong Konger’ers. And this has caught the attention of many foreigners.Very little concrete is known about what the advantages of the GBA are for Hong Kong. The simple idea is that all participating cities and regions present themselves collectively, highlighting their own strong points, and that investors then have an opportunity of organizing their business according to where it is best to do so. Hong Kong is promoting itself as the city for international finance, trade, logistics (airport), ideas (topnotch universities) and information.Some wonder: what’s new since the Pearl River Delta initiative? And: regional integration is only logical, so will happen anyway, but then questions remain as to how sustainable ‘one country, two systems’ will be.A last note on EU-China relations: they are not good, and deteriorating, and Hong Kong is a flashpoint. EU trade with Hong Kong is still good business for the EU, but the question looms large whether this will keep up. As a critic put it: when Hong Kong becomes more like the rest of China (i.e. not the free port it used to be), its advantages will fall away, and competition rom other Chinese cities, including in Guangdong, will increase. Hong Kong will lose.
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